Chapter 1
Introdu tion

In 1965, Gordon Moore, proposed his famous 'Moore's Law' [2℄ whi h states that
there would be a doubling of devi es per hip every 24 months and has been seen to
hold good for the past 40 years. Clearly su h a s aling of the omponents is expe ted
to lead to a region where quantum ee ts be ome predominant. This has lead to an
in reased interest in the eld of nanote hnology both at a formalism level as well as from
a te hnologi al point of view. The a tive resear h in formalisms is more geared towards
a better understanding of the transport phenomena involved as well as predi ting the
behaviour of envisioned devi es under given set of onditions. The re ent fo us at this
front has moved from understanding simple tunneling near Fermi surfa e and energy
bands to in luding ee ts of ele troni and vibrational degrees of freedom. While the
engineering aspe t is more towards devi e design, whi h in turn basi ally involves around
manipulating materials at atomi length s ales. The su ess in the latter is basi ally due
to the developments in STM, AFM and in general MJT's [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄.

There has always been a need for high speed omputing along with low onsumption
of power and ompa tness of omputing devi es. Present day omputing is dominated
by semi ondu tors whi h fa es ertain setba k fa tors in view of the downsizing for devi es. The hief among them are s aling at atomi dimension, gate oxide thi kness,
power onsumption due to leakage urrent, quantum tunneling et [13℄. All the above
mentioned fa tors have made mole ules as a potential andidate for future omputing
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devi es. Mole ules on the ontrary have ertain desired features. Mole ules within a typi al size of 1 to 100 nm an have a variety of stru tures. Isomers of the same mole ular
family an have dierent ele troni properties, a behaviour highly desired for swit hing
operations at single mole ule level. By suitable hoi e of omposition, it is possible to
vary the transport properties of a mole ule extensively.

1.1

Ele tron Transfer Theories

In Semi ondu tors and metals the ele tron transport an be understood from a Ohmi
pi ture, that is, resistan e is proportional to length of wires, for a xed ross-se tion
of wire. Su h a pi ture fails for mole ular ondu tion due to the lo alized ele troni
states. A parti ular interesting ase is that of ondu tion through a DBA-mole ule
(Donor-Bridge-A eptor), whi h has been well studied in literature both experimentally
as well as theoreti ally. In DBA mole ules, the donor and a eptor sites are part of the
same mole ule and orrespondingly three dierent me hanisms are possible for ele tron
transfer. One is the thermal ex itation from donor to a eptor whi h is in oherent and
diusive, while the other two me hanism are ele tron super-ex hange (ele trons tunnel
from one ele trode to the donor then to the a eptor and nally to the other ele trode),
and hole ex hange (where the ele tron rst leaves the mole ular level reating a hole whi h
is then followed by relling)[14, 9℄. The latter two me hanisms are oherent in nature. It
should be noted that the general observed I-V hara tersiti s implies a oherent transport
of ele trons. The ondu tion, under ertain onditions, an be made to vary with the
sign of applied voltage, thus leading to re ti ation [15℄ . The hief fa tor in determining
the ondu tion behaviour of DBA mole ule is the rate of ele tron transfer from donor to
a eptor. This prompts one to study ondu tion properties interms of ele tron transfer
rate between donor and a eptor spe ies.
The most su essful of ele tron transfer theories is one due to Mar us [16℄ , where
the transfer rate for non-adiabati ase is al ulated.
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re-organisation energy, it was shown by Mar us that the above rate redu es in
lassi al limit to an expression whi h is now the well-known Mar us expression for
ele tron transfer rate
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For oherent transport, an approximate expression was derived by A.Nitzan[17℄ relating the ele tron transfer rate to the ondu tan e. He onsidered N identi al segments in
whi h only the rst (1) and last (N) bridges sites were oupled to the donor and a eptor.
The donor and a eptor spe ies are assumed to be hemisorbed on the ele trodes. Let
ΓD and ΓA be the imaginary part of their self-energies arising due to their oupling with
ele trodes. Under this set of assumptions, for low bias, ondu tan e g was found to have
the form
g≈

8e2
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(1.3)

Though the above formula presents a simple orresponden e between the two observables, namely the ele tron transfer rate and the ondu tion, ertain fa tors needs
to be taken into onsideration in a general s enario. Thermal a tivation an dominate
at suitable temperatures leading to dephasing and hen e shifting the transport pro ess
from oherent regime to in oherent hopping. The above ee t will lead to a length dependen y in the transport. Sin e most mole ules are highly sensitive to temperature
hanges, jun tion heating needs to be addressed. This brings the next important aspe t of ele tron-phonon oupling whi h is primarily responsible for jun tion heating.
Additionally, sto hasti swit hing involves mole ules that have their ele troni transport
properties strongly dependent on underlying nu lear onformations [18, 19, 20℄ . This has
been proved in an experiment by M. Berthe and o-workers [21℄ where ele tron transport
takes pla e only when the bridge is vibrational ex ited.
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Traditional treatment in ET theories heavily relies on Fran k-Condon approximation,
where the transport is assumed to be independent of the geometry. Evidently there is
a breakdown Fran k-Condon approximation for ondu tan e in su h ases as mentioned
above.

1.2

Experimental overview

Condu tan e measurements serve as a rst test for the appli ability of the formalisms
developed to fabri ated devi es. The most simplest is to use a s anning tunneling mi ros ope to study the ele tron transport through individual mole ule adsorbed on the surfa e
[22, 23, 24, 25℄. Dierential ondu tan e an be obtained from su h an experiment but the
important assumption in su h a pi ture is the appli ability of Terso-Harmann pi ture
[26℄. In Terso-Harmann pi ture, the ondu tan e is proportional to the lo al density of
ele troni states of the STM tip and the Fermi energy. This is justied sin e there exist
a large va um gap between the mole ular end and the STM tip and most of the voltage
drop o uring in the gap.

It is possible to measure the ondu tan e properties in the presen e of a gate voltage.
The above measurements dis ussed were done in the absen e of a referen e potential.
The appli ation of three terminal jun tions has be ome ommon from the introdu tion
of CMOS transistors. In mole ular ele troni s proposals have been made to employ the
three terminal jun tions to hange the nature of transport from oherent to hopping
transfer [27, 28, 29℄. Attempts have been made to in orporate semi ondu tors in mole ular ondu tion. Most of the experiments on mole ular transport employs gold ele trode
with thiol an hor for the mole ular wire. The primary fa tor for this ombination for the
interfa e is that the Fermi energy of gold ele trode fall within the HUMO-LUMO gap
of most thiol ended mole ules. Experiments using semi ondu tor as the ele trode have
been performed [30, 31, 32℄. The main advantage of using semi ondu tor for the jun tion is that, a typi al metal-mole ule jun tion suers for geometri hanges whi h an
ae t the transport property through the jun tion, while a in a semi ondu tor-mole ule
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jun tion, su h a un ertainty is not present sin e the is interfa e formed by two-atoms
sharing ele tron through a ovalent bond. Additionally, the band-gap is expe ted to
provide negative dierential resistan e [33, 34℄. Some theoreti al studies have also been
done for semi ondu tor-mole ule interfa e[33, 35℄, most of them fo us on the band gap
domination of the transport properties.

The traditionally employed three terminal voltage measurements, whi h forms the
basis for swit hing devi es, suers from a serious drawba k. The mode of operation
of a swit hing devi e is to ontrol to ow of urrent by a third ele trode. Obviously
for mole ular ele troni s, this would imply pla ing the third ele trode at a distan e of
a few angstroms from the desired mole ule. This method has serious onstru tional
onstraints. Another method would be to employ a large gating voltage to manipulate
the energy levels of the mole ule whi h is again not e onomi al, espe ially in lieu of heat
dissipation. An alternate viable solution is to use mole ules with redox enters and to
ontrol the states of the redox using gating voltage. The presen e of third ele trode an
be avoided by operating the setup in an ele trolyte and the referen e ele trode in the
ele trolyte an be used as the gate ele trode. This is advantageous as the applied voltage
falls mainly a ross the double-layer at the ele trode-ele trolyte interfa e. Several groups
have reported su essful implementation of the above method to ontrol harge transfer
in serveral diverse situations like nanojun tion [36℄ , polymer lms [37℄, arbon nanotubes
[38, 39℄, redox mole ules [1, 40, 41, 42, 43℄ et .

1.3

Preliminary terms and

on epts

The transport phenomenon in mole ules typi ally takes pla e within a few nanometers
of length s ale and hen e it is advantageous to hara terise the ondu tion by using
on epts developed for mesos opi ondu tors. Obviously the rst of these are the length
s ale whi h serves to roughly dierentiate between the lassi al and quantum regime [44℄.
Typi ally, these length s ales are the Fermi wavelength λF , the momentum relaxation
length Lm and the phase relaxation length Lφ . These are throughly dis ussed by Datta
in his well written book on mesos opi ondu tion [45℄.
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1.3.1 Fermi Wavelength
At very low temperatures, it is well known that only ele tron lose to the Fermi surfa e
ontribute to urrent. The Fermi wavelength s ales as the inverse square root of Fermi
√
energy, λF = 2π/ 2mEF . Numeri ally this is of the order of a few nm. If the transport
happens in one dimension, then there exist only one hannel, but for two dimensional
transport the number of hannels or modes available for propagation is determined by
the ratio of the band-width W of the wire to the Fermi wavelength IN T (2λF /W ), where
IN T (x) is the largest integer smaller than x. Hen e hanging the width results in de rease
in the number of hannels available for ele trons to pass and thus leading to a step like
in rease or de rease of the ondu tan e.

1.3.2 Momentum relaxation length
The momentum relaxation length Lm is the average distan e traveled by the ele tron
before losing it's momentum by ollison with impurities, defe t et . Numeri ally this is
of the order a few mi rons. In elasti s attering the momentum hanges even though
the energy remains onserved and hen e elasti s atter ontributes to the momentum
relaxation length. Thus both elasti s attering and inelasti s attering (i.e. s attering
with latti e vibrations, ore ele trons et ) both ontribute to momentum relaxation but
ele tron-ele tron s attering does not ontribute to the above relaxation

1.3.3 Phase relaxation length
This length Lφ is dened as the distan e traversed before the ele tron looses information about it's initial phase. Dynami al s atters like phonons, magneti impurities are
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primary fa tors ontributing to phase relaxation. Elasti s attering does not hange the
phase of ele trons while s attering between two ondu tion ele trons an lead to phase
hanges. At low temperature ele tron-ele tron s attering is the primary fa tor in bringing
about phase relaxation.

The above hara teristi length s ale an be hanged by varying ertain experimental
parameters or by hanging the material properties. For example, the phonon ex itations
an be suppressed by lowering the temperature whi h in term in reases Lm and Lφ .
Magneti s attering an be ontrolled by altering the on entration of the s atters or by
using a suppressing magneti eld. Similarly ele tron-ele tron intera tion is dependent
on arrier on entration and band stru ture. So the transport behaviour an be studied
separately by preparing the samples under suitable external ontrol parameters.

Apart from the above mentioned length s ale to hara terise the transport pro ess,
ertain additional notions are needed in order to have a larity in understanding mole ular
transport phenomenon [12℄.

1.3.4 Mole ule-ele trode oupling
When mole ule is oupled with an ele trode, the dis rete mole ular energy levels mix
with the ontinuum energy bands of the ele trode and thus leading to hanges in some
of the properties of the mole ule. In the simplest approximation of wide-band approximation, this only leads to a broadening of the energy level of the mole ules. The lifetime
of an ele tron then is inversely proportional to this broadening and hen e determines the
rate at whi h the ele tron an es ape into the reservoir. In general the mixing of energy
levels will lead to shift and broadening of the mole ular energy levels. This is the ase
when other forms of self-energies like the Newns semi-ellipti al form [46℄is used instead
of wide-band approximation. Hen e a stronger oupling with ele trode implies a higher
urrent. Of parti ular importan e is oupling of mole ule to two dierent ele trode, sin e
the uneven oupling on both ele trode with unequal voltage drop a ross the ele trodes is
predi ted as means for obtaining negative dierential resistan e in mole ular ondu tors.
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1.3.5 Relative position of Fermi surfa e
In a typi al s enario, the ele trodes and the mole ules are so sele ted that the Fermi
level of the ele trode (whi h is around -5 eV for noble metals) falls between the HOMOLUMO of the mole ules (approx -9 eV for HOMO). But on e the onne tion is made,
due to harge ow, harge rearrangement and geometri rearrangement, the Fermi level
falls between the HOMO-LUMO gap. The harge ow and the allied pro ess will ontinue to happen until the Fermi level falls within the gap. The Fermi level need not
be halfway in between the HOMO-LUMO gap but ould be anywhere in between. The
above presented pi ture is somewhat simplied, in that, it presumes that the mixing
between mole ule and ele trode is somewhat omparitively weaker than the intera tions
between the mole ules. This may be true for most mole ular-metal jun tions but in ase
of mole ular-semi ondu tor jun tions needs serious rethinking, for these jun tions are
formed by strong ovalent bonds.

1.3.6 Ele trostati potential prole inside the mole ule
It is well known that the appli ation of ele tri eld shifts the ele tro hemi al potential of the reservoirs. For ele tron transport through ondu tors , sin e eld inside a
ondu tor is zero, the voltage drops are assumed to o ur at the jun tion and the voltage
to remain a onstant along the length of the ondu tor, while for semi ondu tors the voltage is expe ted to drop along the length of the semi ondu tor. The situation is somewhat
in between for mole ular transport. The potential prole inside the mole ule depends
on the strength of the oupling between the mole ule-metal at the jun tion. A strong
oupling will result in a ramp kind of potential prole while a weak oupling would result
in majority of the voltage drop a ross the jun tion with a possible onstant shift in the
middle. The se ondary fa tors whi h ae t the potential prole inside the mole ule are
polarizability of the mole ule and the harge distribution inside the mole ule. In theory,
the ele trostati potential in the absen e of harge transport must satisfy poisson equation. In the presen e of mole ules, the potential needs to be determined onsistently from
the poisson equation with repla ing the square of the wavefun tion (the solution from
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s hrodinger eqaution) instead of the harge density. Density fun tional-NEGF al ulation
are employed in literature to arry out the above pro edure [47, 48, 49, 50, 9, 51, 52℄.

1.3.7 Ele troni stru ture of the mole ule
Although ondu tan e in dominated by ele trons near the Fermi surfa e, in mole ular
transport, the bottle-ne k of the phenomenon appears to be the availability of the number
of hannels for ele tron transfer. Irrespe tive of the materials involved, generally three
dierent regions based on the hannels available. The single transmission hannel region
o urs when the s band ele trons dominate the DOS of the mole ules. Similarly there
exist 3 and 5 hannels orresponding to p and d band ele trons ontributing the DOS
[53℄ . The situation is further ompli ated due to hybridization. It is seen that not all
available hannels are used in ondu ting hannels. Generally the dominant hannel is a
symmetri ombination of orbitals in a hybridized view. This point of view is supported
by ertain experimental fa ts [54, 55, 56, 57, 58℄.

1.4

Me hanisms of ele tron transport

Broadly the ele tron transport is divided into three regimes: ballisti , diusive and
lassi al.

1.4.1 Ballisti regime
This type of transport regime is hara terised with the sample size (l) mu h smaller
than the momentum relaxation or phase relaxation length (l  Lm ,  Lφ ). This is ballisti
sin e the ele tron an transport without loosing momentum and phase. The Landauer
formalism holds good in this regime. The ondu tan e is independent of the length of the
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mole ular wire. The ondu tan e is due to the resistan e at the onta ts. In other words,
it is s attering of ele tron at the boundary of reservoirs that determines the urrent. And
hen e the ondu tan e is proportional to the width of the jun tion and independent of
the length of the wire.

1.4.2 Diusive regime
This regime is intermediate where Lφ >> Lm and the transport is diusive. Sin e the
ele tron retains it's initial phase , quantum interferen e ee ts still needs to be onsidered.
The M Conell [59℄ expression for rate of ele tron transfer holds valid in this regime. That
is, G= A exp(−βl) where, l is the length of the mole ular wire, β is the hara teristi
de ay parameter and A is some onstant depending on the jun tion properties. In pra ti e
it has been found to be a good approximation for ertain kind of alkanes up to a ertain
length and small voltages. One of the possible reasons for su h behaviour is attributed to
large HOMO-LUMO gap and the ele tron transfer takes pla e through super-ex hange
, a pro ess where the ele tron hops through virtual orbitals whi h are energeti ally well
separated from the ele trode Fermi level.

1.4.3 Classi al regime
This regime of transport happens when the size of the sample is larger than the
momentum relaxation length and phase relaxation length. Interferen e ee ts an be
negle ted sin e the ele tron entering at one end looses information of it's initial phase.
Inelasti s attering dominates in this regime and the ondu tion is that of a regular
ma ros opi wire obeying Ohm's law. In addition to inelasti and in oherent s atters,
the ele troni levels in the mole ular wire ouple to the vibration or other degrees of
freedom present in the system resulting in a ondu tion dependent on the length of the
sample.
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1.5

Brief overview of theoreti al tools

1.5.1 Lippman-S hwinger equation
This method was pursued primarily by Lang and o-workers [60, 61, 62, 63, 64℄ .
The general mode of solving the problem is as follows: The bare metalli ele trodes were
onsidered in the presen e of bias voltage and their single-parti le wave-fun tions and
density distributions were found using density-fun tional formalism. Next the bridge between the two ele trodes are introdu ed and a Lippman-S hwinger equation is solved for
ea h of the single-parti le wavefun tions to obtain the wavefun tion for the total ele trodes plus bridge system. The density distribution is obtained from the wavefun tions
and the solution is found by iterative pro edure.
ψ(r) = ψ0 (r) +

Z

′

′′

′

′

′′

′′

dr dr G0 (r, r )δV (r , r )ψ(r )

(1.4)

In the above equation G0 is the Green's fun tion for the bare ele trodes without the
bridge and ψ0 the wavefun tion whi h des ribes the motion of ele tron in the two ele trodes and δV is the dieren e in potential between the bare un onne ted system and the
one with bridged ele trodes. The urrent is al ulated by dierentiating the expression
for wavefun tion obtained from solving the Lippman-S hwinger equation. Initially, Lang
and o-workers approximated the wavefun tion in the bare ele trodes as plane waves
[60, 65℄. These were further rened by Joa hin and Magoga [66, 67℄ who onsidered
atomi orbitals instead of plane waves. In addition Joa him and o-workers employed
re ursive green's fun tion methods and were able to obtain the exponential de ay with
in rease in length of ondu tan e.

1.5.2 Landauer-Buttiker Formalism
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Landauer viewed urrent ow as a transmission pro ess with ele tron entering the
wire through on of the jun tions and then al ulating the probability for it to rea h the
other jun tion. Landauer employed the wave s attering to arrive at his result.
2e2
I=
h

Z

dǫT (ǫ)[fL (ǫ) − fR (ǫ)]

(1.5)

Where T (ǫ) is the transmission oe ient and fL and fR are the Fermi distributions
fun tion for the two ele trodes. The prefa tor 2e2 /h is known as the universal ondu tan e and hen e the numeri al value of resistan e is 12.9K Ω. The formula works well in
ase where the entral region is small in omparison with the oherent length of the waves
so that it is treated as purely elasti s attering without energy loss. Hen e this formula is
ideally suitable for ballisti thermal transport. The resistan e is independent of the length
of the ondu tor, the origin of whi h is at the jun tions. Blen owe [68℄ made an estimation of the transmission oe ient using elasti wave models. Mode mat hing method
[69, 70℄ is one of the prominently used te hnique for al ulating Transmission oe ient.
Wang and Co-Workers [71℄ al ulated the transmission oe ient using s attering boundary method. Transfer matrix method have also been used to al ulate the transmission
oe ients in one dimensional atomi models as well as in ontinuum models.[72, 73, 74℄

1.5.3 Ratner-Muji a Formulations
In 1994, Muji a, Ratner and Kemp [75, 76℄ developed a formalism to express urrent
through a system of two ele trodes onne ted by Mole ular hains of N-sites. Initially,
Muji a and Ratner onsidered expli itly the situation where the mole ules in onne ted
to the reservoirs only through the rst and the last sites (1 and N). If ∆L and ∆R are
the imaginary part of the self-energies ontributions arising from the Left and Right
reservoirs, then the expression for urrent as derived by Muji a and Ratner is
4e
I(V ) =
πh̄

Z

EF +eV /2
EF −eV /2

∆L ∆R |G1N |2 dE

(1.6)

Some of the impli it assumption in the formalism is the absen e of dire t ele trodeele trode intera tion and imposing the ondition that the reservoir and wire have orthogonal basis states. Muji a-Ratner employed atomi orbitals for basis fun tions. The
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salient point to noti e is that while the reservoir has basis fun tion whi h are generally innite dimensional, and the mole ular wire has a nite dimensional basis fun tion.
But the relation expressing urrent depends only on the G of the mole ule (that is, the
Green's fun tion of the mole ule as modied by the possibly voltage dependent intera tion with the reservoir and not the green's fun tion of the free mole ule), whi h is nite
dimensional. It should also be noted that in the original work of Muji a-Ratner, the nal
urrent was not obtained by integrating over the energy levels between the two reservoirs
modied appropriately by the voltage applies, but rather they assumed that urrent ondu tion is basi ally due to ele trons near the Fermi surfa e and hen e al ulated the
urrent prole by examining the form of the integrand near the Fermi surfa e. Yaliraki
and Ratner [77℄ generalised the end-only onne tion assumption in the original work to
arbitrary onne tions.

1.5.4 NEGF: Caroli's formula
A pre ise formula for al ulating the urrent between two ele trodes onne ted by
a wire is given by Caroli and o-workers [78℄. The original form of the derivation done
was Caroli and o-workers by imposing ertain additional onstraints on the system and
hen e it was derived in a slightly restri ted sense. The more widely a epted form for
the formula is due to Wingreen and o-workers [79, 80, 81, 82℄. They were able to obtain
the formula while allowing ertain additional intera tions for the ele trons in the wire.
Both Caroli and Wingreen employed Kheldysh methods to obtain the formula. The same
equation was also obtained by several other others by using Quantum Langevin Equations
[83℄.
e
I(V ) =
πh̄

Z

EF +eV /2

Tr[Gr ΓL Ga ΓR ]dE

(1.7)

EF −eV /2

where Gr† = Ga is the green's fun tion for the entral wire region and ΓL,R = ∆L,R
is the imaginary part of the self-energy arising out of the intera tion between the wire
and the ele trodes. The problem, when expressed in the above formalism essentially boils
down to evaluating elements of the green's fun tion of the wire. This pro eeds as follows
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Where HL,W,R refers to the hamiltonian of the left, wire and the right reservoir,
VLW,RW,W L,W R are the hopping terms from reservoir to wire. The quantity of interest
is the green's fun tion of the wire GW . It should be noted that in general the HL,R are
innite dimensional matri es and HW is nite dimensional matrix. If the wire is modeled
as N Single sites, then HW is a matrix of N times N dimension. Solving for the green's
fun tion of the wire
GW =

ǫI − HW

1
− ΣL − ΣR

(1.9)

In the above expression for GW , the self energies ΣL,R arising from the ele trode
intera tion are related to the ΓL,R in the Caroli's formulas as ImΣL,R , and the ΣL,R an
be expressed interms of the green's fun tion of the ele trodes Σ(L,R) = VW† (L,R) GL V(L,R)W
. Thus even though the green's fun tion of the mole ular wire require an inversion of nite
size matrix, the self-energies involve green's fun tion of the ele trode whose Hamiltonian's
are innite dimensional matrix. But this doesn't pose mu h of a problem as analyti al
solution are available for the form of green's fun tion of the ele trode.

1.5.5 Handling Intera tions
The above mentioned theoreti al methods generally do not address the question about
the nature of spe i intera tions and their ee t on the urrent. Of parti ular interest is the intera tion of ele tron-phonons sin e these type of intera tions are responsible
for jun tion heating. It is well know that mole ules are highly sensitive to temperature
hanges this issue needs to be addressed. It has been well-known from ele tro hemial literature [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89℄ that the transfer of ele tron from redox ouple to
ele trodes has a dierent behaviour from transfer of ele tron from a single state to a on14

tinuum energy band. One possible me hanism is a one-step oherent transport pro ess
in whi h an ele tron tunnels via the redox state of the mole ule from one ele trode to
another qui kly so that the mole ule has no time to relax to the redu ed state, that is
the mole ule stays in the initial oxidized or redu ed state for the whole duration of the
ele tron transport. When the Fermi level mat hes with that of the redox energy level a
large resonant tunneling urrent will be observed. Another possible proposed me hanism
is a two stage pro ess in whi h the ele tron tunnels to the redox and then resides in the
redox until the redox relaxes to redu es state. Neither of the proposed models agrees
well with the experiment and the more realisti assumption seems to imply that the net
transfer pro ess is a ombination of both [43℄ .

1.6

Ele tron transfer and it's relevan e in ele trohemi al environment

In ele tro hemistry, Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAM) play a vital role. Suitably
designed SAMs an form organized assemblies with nano-parti le arrays, metal-mole ule
onta ts and stru tures resembling mole ular wires. Two dimensional SAMs assembled
on suitable sustrates are desired andidates for energy storage devi es like fuel ells
and in the fabri ation of sensors and optoele troni devi es. A thorough knowledge of
ele tron transfer me hanism in su h orgnaized assemblies is ne essary for the su essfull
appli ations. A theoreti al approa h in addressing the problem of ele tron transfer in
SAMs will help greatly in identing ideal mole ular assemblies.

1.6.1 Bridge mediated ele tron transfer
The bridge mediated ele tron transfer pro ess is known to be a prominent ele tron
transfer me hanism in many biologi al stru tures like redox proteins, photosyntheti
rea tion, nu lei a ids et [59, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95℄ . The ele troni oupling through
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a hain linking an ele tron donor to an a eptor an ontrol the rate of ele tron transfer
between the groups on the two hain ends. Ele tro hemi al te hniques are well suited
for the studies of long range ele troni oupling and ele tron transfer between metal
ele trodes and atta hed redox mole ules [96℄. Ele tron transfer an be investigated with
the help of te hniques like voltammetry and impedan e measurements. Two dimensional
SAMs an be designed to study the distan e dependen y in long range bridge mediated
ele tron transfer [97, 98, 99, 100℄.

It has been well known from the works of A. J. Bard and o-workers [96, 101℄, that
organized monolayers of alkane thiols on ele trodes provide a general route to reating surfa e stru tures in whi h redox spe ies are linked to ele trodes through mole ular
bridges whose length and stru ture an be varied. Furthermore, Dubois and Nuzzo [102℄
designed SAMs of alkane thiol mole ules on a gold surfa e whi h provided a onvienent
approa h for studying ele tron transfer rea tion between and ele troa tive group and ele trode where the ele troa tive group is held at xed distan e from the ele trode surfa e.
Typi ally, distan e dependen ies of ele tron transfer is mainly investigated with redox
mole ules like ferro ene and ferro yanide ions. For example, hexa yanoferrate spe ies in
assemblies is a well studied one due to it's potential appli ation in atalysis and sensors.
It is possible to study ele tron transfer rate in biologi al spe ies using methods developed
in ele tro hemistry. For example, yto hrome C is a biomole ule. It's ele troa tivity is
due to it's porphyrin skeleton. By linking porphyrin / yto hrome as the terminal group
of alkane thiols of dierent hain length, the distan e dependen y of ele tron transfer has
been investigated [103, 104℄.

1.6.2 Ele tro hemi al oulomb stair ase harging
Monolayer Prote ted Cluster (MPC) has demonstrated an ele tro hemi al analogue
of oulomb stair ase harging. Clusters of Au, Ag, Pt et . are stabilised by prote tion
by ligand monolayers of alkanethiols, silanes, polymers et . Due to the ombination of
small metal - like ore size and hydro arbon like diele tri oating, the apa itan e of
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Figure 1.1: An ideal Self Assembled monolayer based on alkanethiols assembled
on gold ele trode. (sour e: page 240, in Ele troanalyti al

hemi stry: a series of

advan es, vol 19. by A. J. Bard and I. Rubinstein)

the MPC is less than an attofarad per MPC. Thus addition or removal of singel ele tron
from su h apa itors produ es potential hanges so that the solution phase, double layer
apa itan e harging of MPCs be omes a quantized [105, 106℄. A theoreti al modelling
of the above mentioned s enario starts with a simple ele trostati intera tion. Theories
have been further extended to a ount for the mi roele trode hara ter of the lusters
[107, 108℄.

1.6.3 Ele tro atalysis
Three dimensional SAMs are expe ted to be of signi ant importan e in the atalysis
of fuel ells. Preparation of atalyst in the form of nano-parti les assemblies in reases
the surfa e area to a large extent and hen e the e ien y of atalysis also in reases.
This helps in the fabri ation of miniaturized fuel ells. Sin e oxidation of organi fuels is
the primary pro ess in fuel ells, a thorough understanding of ele tron transfer in su h
s enarios help in developing fuel ells with a overall higher performan e.

1.7

Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows.
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Chapter 2: We present the
mole ular wire

al ulation and results for

ontaining a redox

i al environment.

ondu tivity of a

enter, and embedded in an ele tro hem-

The ee t of solvent modes intera tions with the redox

were in luded and an exa t expression for quantum

ondu tan e for a

hain

of arbitrary length is derived. Thermal averages were handled numeri ally
and expli it plots for I-V prole are provided for three atoms
showing re ti ation, extended

ase.

Plots

urrent voltage plateaus, negative dieren-

tial resistan es are in luded.

Chapter 3: We dis uss the rate of ele tron transfer from a redox to an
ele trode via N-atom bridge. The redox intera ts in an ele tro hemi al environment with solvent modes.

A model hamiltonian for su h a system is

presented employing whi h a voltage dependent expression for rate is provided. The variation of ele tron transfer rate with various parameters like
oupling strength, re-organisation energies et . are analysed numeri ally. In
parti ular, graphs showing a omplete blo king of ele tron transfer in suitable
voltage range for

ertain

oupling strengths are presented.

Chapter 4: We explain in detail the role of adsorbate

overage on the ele -

tron transfer between a solvated redox and adsorbate-ele trode omplex. The
inherent randomness involved in the distribution of adsorbates in the substrate surfa e is handled using Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA).
Current-Overpotential plots are provided for all regimes of
and strong and weakly

ouplied adsorbate-substrate intera tions are analysed

spe i ally. It is shown that in the low
ele tron transfer exhibits the
fer while in high

overage fa tor

overage regime, adsorbate mediated

hara teristi s of homogeneous ele tron trans-

overage regime the dire t heterogeneous ele tron transfer

behaviour is obtained.

Con lusion: We

on lude with an overview of the work, and future dire -

tions of resear h based on this work.
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